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HOW BY U ST U DE N TS ARE BRINGING MIA SOL DIE RS HOM E

THE GRE ATE ST GENER ATION

“They really were the greatest generation. . . .
They jumped at the thought of defending
their country. They didn’t hesitate, they
didn’t whine, they didn’t complain. They had
a strong sense of what it meant to be an
American and how privileged they were to be
Americans. They were just willing to go and
fight. In the process of researching them, you
really get a sense for who these young men
really were and what they stood for.”
— LISA STOK E S
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LEF T: A U.S. Marine Corps service member sounds taps during

a repatriation ceremony held to reunite families with the remains
of missing soldiers. TOP: DPAA workers screening soil in Laos
fo find the remains of missing soldiers from the Vietnam War.
ABOVE: DPAA representative taking a DNA sample from
a missing soldier’s family member to assist with finding their
remains.

“ I T M A K E S I T M O R E R E L E VA N T.

RE AL UNDER STANDING
Researching the families and situations of missing-in-action soldiers is a personal experience. For Lisa Stokes, a
research fellow with the project, being the wife of a now-retired air force colonel makes the experience all the more
intimate. Recently graduated student researchers Melanie Torres and Savannah Larson are also military wives.
Larson was one of the first student researchers involved in the Repatriation Project. At the time, she was dating
her now husband, a member of the National Guard. “It gave me a lot of comfort that the military was still trying to
find people. I don’t think a lot of people see the action the army takes in order to ‘leave no man behind.’ It doesn’t
matter how long it’s been, they’re still doing everything they can in every way they can to bring those soldiers back.”
As the wife of a second lieutenant in the air force, Torres recalls that as she worked, “it was hard not to picture
myself in the situation of the families I was researching. . . . It became deeply personal to me. I know that even if it
took the military 75 years, I would still want to know what happened to my husband and bring him home.”
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Bill Hill with a
photo of his son
Billy, who was
declared missing
in action in the
Vietnam War.

didn’t want his son Billy to go to war in Vietnam,
but Billy’s need to keep his younger brother Bobby
safe was too strong for Bill’s eldest son. “Billy was
afraid Bobby would go to Vietnam and get himself killed, and it turned out to be just the opposite,” says Hill.
On January 21, 1968, Sgt. 1st Class Billy D. Hill was believed to
have died in a helicopter attack. He was declared missing in action
shortly thereafter.
World War II, the Vietnam War, and other conflicts are over, but
for families like the Hills, the struggles march on for those with loved
ones who have never returned.
Seventy-four years after WWII, almost 72,000 soldiers are still
considered missing in action. Add this number to the thousands
of soldiers who fought in other
conflicts and who have not yet
been accounted for, and there
are more than 82,000 missing
soldiers waiting to finally return
home.
Since the fall of 2017, faculty,
staff, and 11 students from the
BYU Center for Family History
and Genealogy have been working on the Repatriation Project,
which assists the Defense
POW/MIA Accounting Agency
(DPAA), an agency under the
U.S. Department of Defense.
These faculty, staff, and students have been performing
family history research for one
purpose: to bring missing-inaction soldiers back home to
their families. What started as an exciting way for BYU students to
get real, purposeful, hands-on family history research training has
become a powerful, life-connecting, and life-changing experience.

I ’ M H E L P I N G O T H E R FA M I L I E S
As women who have sacrificed and who have had to say their
own goodbyes, Stokes, Larson, and Torres know that the United
States military’s commitment to “leave no man behind” ensures they
will do all they can to bring missing soldiers home. “It makes it more
relevant. I’m helping other families and other wives just like me to get
that closure when they need it,” said Larson.
“Even though my loved one never died, close friends have died
during service, giving me a sense of what that feels like,” says
Stokes. “This is an amazing way to honor the sacrifices that have
been made. . . . You and I wouldn’t be enjoying the freedoms we’re
enjoying without them, and that’s humbling. It’s an honor to be able
to do this.”

AND OTHER WIVES

JUST LIKE ME
TO G E T T H AT C LO S U R E
W H EN T H E Y N EED I T.”
— SAVA NN A H L A R SON
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TELLING —AND
FINISHING — STORIE S
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“As people learn about their past and their
family’s past, they learn about who they are
in the present,” says Stokes.

F A M I LY R E U N I O N S

“There’s a lot of appreciation that’s expressed to these families as
they’re contacted,” says Jill Crandell, director of the Center for Family
History and Genealogy. “Even if remains are not returned, the families
are still presented with historical information so that they at least know
what happened to their loved one and the contribution they made to our
country. That’s a memorial in its own way. Not all memorials are in marble.
Sometimes they’re expressions of love and appreciation.”
Three units perform interconnected tasks to accomplish the work of
the Repatriation Project. Historical units research locations where remains
of missing soldiers might be found. Archaeological units perform the digs
to actually recover the soldiers’ remains. Genealogical units like the BYU
Center for Family History and Genealogy perform the research necessary
to identify living relatives and obtain DNA reference samples. It’s through
this collaborative effort that soldiers are found and identified, families are
reunited, and wounds are healed.

KEEPING HOPE

THE COLLEGE OF FAMILY, HOME, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

The remains of previously unidentified soldiers are returned to the United States
to be reunited with families and to be laid to rest.

“ I N S O M E W AY, W E ’ R E

S TA F F S G T. R OY WO O ( 2 )

Family members and project researchers alike have to stay hopeful that
they will find information on servicemen and that soldiers’ remains will
be returned to their families.
Due to the strict confidentiality of the Repatriation Project, students
who research servicemen are not able to speak with the first-generation
family members who they have researched and come to know and with
whom they have mourned. But hope is felt and prayers are answered.
One such prayer took 60 years to answer.
As the research fellow on the project, Stokes is the sole individual
from the BYU Center for Family History and Genealogy who contacts
missing soldiers’ family members. When Stokes contacted a niece of a
missing serviceman, the woman told Stokes about her grandmother. As
a child, the woman saw her grandmother pray every morning, afternoon,
and night to Saint Anthony, the patron saint of lost things, that the government would find
her son’s remains. She prayed every day until she passed away in 1955. When Stokes
reached out to the serviceman’s niece—the granddaughter of the devoted serviceman’s
mother—she noted that it was “very meaningful” to the family that the military was working
to find answers and help answer their family prayer.
Repatriation Project researchers have also seen how hoping and trying to reconnect
soldiers to their families can also help reconnect soldiers’ families as a whole.
In one search for a soldier’s family members with the correct DNA, researchers contacted the primary next of kin and asked if she knew of any maternal relatives who might
have the correct DNA to match with the deceased serviceman. The only maternal family
member she remembered was a cousin who came to visit when she was little. With this
information, researchers were able to find this lost cousin and reconnect the two individuals.

T E C H . S G T. K AT H R I N E D O D D

Students at the Center for Family History
and Genealogy investigate cases of missing
soldiers to identify servicemen’s living next of
kin. With DNA samples collected from relatives, the military is then able to match them
to unidentified remains and return a soldier
to their family.
Finding living individuals with the correct
relationships to share the necessary types of
DNA can be difficult. Students have followed
ancestral lines as far back as four generations
and then researched back down six generations of descendants to find a soldier’s living
DNA matches. But even more impactful than
the journey through generations of family
members are the stories of the service members themselves.
Students research names, families, and
military experiences as they read the letters
sent by mothers and siblings begging for
information on their lost sons and brothers.
As they learn of the catastrophic events that
service members experienced, they have
the opportunity to help tell the stories of the
individuals who sacrificed their lives for our
freedoms. “When you’re reading the letters
mothers sent pleading for any information
on their sons and read the stories as you
research and realize all the heartache and
all the sacrifice that has been made, you feel
the pain of the family,” said Stokes.
Through their work, researchers come to
learn the intricate and intimate details of each
soldier’s life, building a relationship with the
soldiers who served our country years ago.
Student researchers become more aware of
the personal impact of war as they explore
the soldiers’ relationships with their families,
the war, and the country they served.
Torres describes the relationship they
develop with those they research as sacred
and respectful. “I feel a strong connection to
each soldier that I’ve researched; I feel like I
know them,” says Torres. “These stories stick
with you. I realize that every soldier has a
story worth telling and remembering. In some
way, we’re all connected.”
Although researchers spend weeks or
even months investigating cases, not all soldiers’ remains can be found, and not all families want to recall the hurt they have felt. Part
of the Repatriation Project’s role, however, is
to simply finish telling the soldiers’ stories—
where they fought and what they were doing
at the time they lost their lives—and to let their
families know of their country’s appreciation
for their sacrifice.

A L L C O N N E C T E D .”

Many families are still waiting for their loved
ones to be returned to them; some of them
may never have that opportunity, but the
research and service performed by students
and faculty on the Repatriation Project are
making some of these family reunions possible.
Stokes describes the reunions when her
husband returns from deployments as “joyful and happy,” making every homecoming
a special experience. Repatriation Project
reunions and homecomings, however, are a
“special sort of reunion,” says Stokes.
“It’s a little more somber, a little more
sacred, a little more reverent, and definitely
more painful for these families. Yet I think
it gives them a sense of peace. . . . I think
everyone has that sense of family connection
and the eternity of it,” Torres says. “I hope
that each person I research can someday be
reunited with their loved ones. Even if they
aren’t, I feel good knowing that they have not
been forgotten, that even if they are never
physically returned to their families, their families know that we haven’t given up on them.”
“The pain and struggle of loss and death
for these soldiers and their families has
already happened. It doesn’t change the hurt.
They still miss them, and it’s still hard,” says
Crandell. “It helps a lot for them to just have
some closure and to know what happened to
their loved one. It helps—it doesn’t fix it, but
it helps. You can never make it go away, but
you can make it better. We’re trying to make
it a little better.”
Because of the Repatriation Project,
things did get better for the Hill family.
Nearly 57 years after the fateful day he
was declared missing in action, Billy Hill’s
remains were recovered and identified by
the DPAA and returned to his family. “It’s
something I never expected in my entire
life,” says Bill Hill. “I figured I’d be dead and
gone before they found him.”
Luckily, Bill Hill was proven wrong. At the
time of his son’s return, Bill was 91 years old,
and he did not have much more time to wait.
Five days after his son was laid to rest, Bill
Hill passed away with the peace of finally
knowing the fate of his son.

—MELANIE TORRES
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